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Presentation Notes
What is the 1 thing you are taking back to implement. 



The Intersection of Donor Relations, Leadership 
Gifts, and Prospect Management

In this session we’ll discuss how to position your donor relations 
office to work in partnership with prospect management and 
leadership gifts to provide a holistic approach. Ensure that donor 
relations is part of every cycle of donor engagement:  
identification, cultivation, solicitation, and stewardship.
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Presentation Notes
How this topic came about as a session.  Conversation about it being a big trend and something Mary and I are both experiencing.  We heard from Chris when he talked about his program.  Everyone is a gift officer.  We are all responsible for stewardshipDialogue open conversation. Not all the answersQuick gage of audience (why did you decide to come to this one?)



DISCLAIMER 
This session is not geared toward newbies

This session is for when you have the basics running 
smoothly…..

This session is for managers 
and more mature programs
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DISCLAIMER

Intersection of Donor Relations, Leadership Gifts and Prospect Management
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It is a powerful tool  (S – is for super stewardship)



Where are you?  
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Mary - slide 5/Where are you?Where do you sit in your advancement office?  Show of hands:		In advancement services?		With leadership gifts?		In events?		Somewhere else?Is your office centralized or decentralized? When I started in this role at Skidmore in 2000 the department was called "College Events and Stewardship."  The fact that events was listed first is telling.  Events are demanding, time-consuming, and wait for no one.  I made the case in 2004 as we entered a campaign that I needed to focus on donor relations, not commencement, convocations, and family weekends. We've all heard the stat that 5% of our donors will account for 95% of the funds raised.  It's important that someone be focused on care and feeding of this group.  Especially as gift officers focus more and more on getting gifts--and at least at Skidmore a smaller prospect pool--someone has to pick up the slack.  I argued successfully for this change, even through it meant going from a department of four to a department of one with a part time support staff member.  FYI, the department has since grown to three professionals and a full time admin.  As donor relations focuses more on the donors at the top of the pyramid I'm an advocate for aligning with leadership and/or principal gifts and prospect research.  This has nothing to do with the CASE salary survey that shows the donor relations staffers who fall within leadership gifts earn more!  It has everything to do with donor strategy and engagement which I see is the future of donor relations. The most important thing:  you are not a silo!!  If anything, donor relations is at the center of development work.  We partner with advancement services, gift officers, communications, the annual fund. Our efforts touch every part of the development cycle.
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Evolution of our 
work
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Where on earth was all this stuff done before?...it wasn’t or wasn’t done well.ADRP started as a small group of like minded and now we have grown to 1423 MembersCASE first cHow long has donor relations had a dedicated staff?  (more than 5 years, 10 years….a few years) How has your department changed in the last 10 yearsonference hit the slate/ less than 15 years ago…



Evolution of our work
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Basic fact…not only has the profession changed the business environment has changed.  Society has changed. From Car phone to smart phone.Exposure to quick information/ social media…riskDonors are giving less institutionally, more specific areas. Impact of funds.  Further designated.What I am seeing in my role / changes in needs from the department, organization.  Portfolio size shrinking, effectiveness of gift officers, metricsHow is this raising money?  A basic question with so much weight.  



Donor Cycle

Identification

CultivationSolicitation

Stewardship

Donor 
Relations
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1) Identification2) Qualification3) Development of Strategy4) Cultivation5) Solicitation and Negotiation6) Acknowledgment7) Stewardship8) RenewalWhat is your mindset? For many organizations means “closing the circle” of a gift. It’s the last step in a process Ask yourself – what makes it most effective, and stewardship is not just part of a process, but a process in and of itself that can operates independently but brought together is more powerful. Mary slide 7, Donor CycleAs I mentioned before, donor relations touches every part of the development cycle.  At the risk of adding more meetings to your calendar--and believe me, I regret this at times--I attend donor strategy meetings, leadership and principal gift officer meetings and retreats, and most other meetings that I can get myself invited to attend.  I have the advantage of having been at Skidmore for almost 20 years, longer than any of the gift officers.  In general donor relations staff are more constant than gift officers and we can bring institutional knowledge. Perhaps more importantly, is that donor relations can set up outreach that builds ties to the institution, not to a specific gift officer who has an average tenure of X years. How is the gift being allocated?  Where's the gift agreement?  Can it be awarded?  Who is thanking the donor for the gift?  Reporting financials to the donor, demonstrating impactHow else can we engage the donor?  Do we bring him or her back to campus?  Who do we take on the road for a visit?  A student, faculty member, or administrator?  What events?  Both large events for donor societies, but also custom events for one or a small group of donorsWe entered another campaign (our third since I moved into donor relations) and we're planning a number of small cultivation events, both on campus and off campus.  It's critical that you partner with your gift officers to brainstorm.  Are you doing separate events for specific campaign priorities?  More general?  Who is on the invitation list?   This is where the partnership between gift officers, prospect research, and donor relations is critical.  Your researchers will know be able to identify prospects, gift officers will know WHAT?, and your job is to make it happen. This past year we initiated hourly weekly Top 100 meetings that bring together principal gift officers, prospect researcher for principal gifts, our campaign director, and me.  We review approximately 10 names a meeting:  anything new?  what were the recent touches?   What is the next step?  After we've gone through the list we go back to the beginning. This coming year, we're adding a Top 25 meeting for the donors at the very top of the pyramid.  It took several weeks just to narrow down our top 25--which isn't based just on giving or potential, but where individualized stewardship is going to give us the most bang.  For example, one of our most philanthropic donors gives, and will continue to give, with the stewardship that we do currently.  Among this group of donors, we're assigning a donor relations team member to partner with a principal gift officer and our director of principal research--the donor relations staffer's name will appear alongside the gift officer as staff assigned!  We will meet every six to eight weeks to focus on the top level stewardship for this group.  I've initiated this so that we are more proactive in our approach to these donors.   



Donor Relations Cycle

Gift

Thank

Account 
for GiftReport

Engage

Ask
Again

Donor
Relations
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Once a gift commitment is entered into, the process of stewardship begins.  Helps ensure future giving and no  “donor regret,” to steal a term from the for-profit world, Stewardship is both ethical and essential following gifts, and it is the smart thing to do to encourage future giftsWe know this is the process and the end goal is to ask again…so where do we plug in



How should you focus?

• Identification of Donors
• Know where to focus your time and 

energy
• Build the relationship
• Make a plan
• Engage and Connect
• Be Mindful of Readiness
• Ask
• Keep it going…..
◦ Show IMPACT
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Ask these question? How do you segment? -are your stewardship and donor relations efforts focused on the right people? -Are you looking at giving levels? Capacity? identify prospects – Look at the top 10% or giving levelTiered lists based on assumed willingness, capacity, past actions assessment of readiness. Focus your effortmake contact – finding a way to meet requires creativity. Stewardship of a previous gift is a great way to keep the door open for the next gift. Some prospects are more comfortable meeting for a specific purpose; Stewardship is a tool for that. 



What we think they do What their mom thinks they do What society thinks they do

What academic colleagues 
think they do

What they think they do What they actually do

FUNDRAISERS
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Common misperceptions…Have you sat in the this seat



What fundraisers think we do What our mom thinks we do What society thinks we do

What academic colleagues 
think we do

What we think we do What we actually do

DONOR RELATIONS
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Slide 13/I have no lifeLet me preface this by saying my only child has left for college, my husband is semi-retired and does the vacuuming and grocery shopping.  I have more free time than most of you in the room.  I am also a voracious reader.



Keep Informed

Read itineraries
Call Reports
Student Newspaper
Your website
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Slide 14/Keep InformedI read our institution's website--all the time!  I read our student newspaper.  I made an effort to read every itinerary and call report--and we have 10 gift officers.  A lot of it I read on my ipad during tv commercials.  This may not be feasible for many of you.  But I find I can draw great connections for gift officers.  A student is profiled on the website for a community service project; I check on our database and discover she's a scholarship recipient and forward the story to the gift officer.  A speaker is coming to campus to lecture on STEM science which is a major interest of one of top donors.  A gift officer is headed out to meet with a donor who gave funds for a landscaping project and I quickly get a picture of the garden and put it in a college frame for the gift officer to bring.  If you were at the New Comer's session you heard me speak about "surprise and delight."  This ad hoc outreach to a donor goes a long way. I was in a debrief with our president after a series of donor visits he and his wife made.  Because I'm the stewardship manager for these donors, I'm part of the debriefing!  The president's wife spent the dinner listing to the alumna's husband talk on and on about his diet since he had a cardiac incident.  I was able to make the connection to a faculty member who had published several articles on nutrition and gave them to the president's wife to send to the husband--it was a great connection.



My Life as a Gift Officer

Relationships with 
prospects
Leadership/major gift level, 
not principal gift level
Résumé builder!
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Slide 15/My life as a gift officerLast January I asked for and received my own prospect pool.  I now cover Chicago which is a mid-sized region for us as well as a number of local prospects, some of whom are retired faculty.  I don't cover principal gifts, but my prospects are solid leadership or major gift prospects.I did this for a number of reasons.  Number one:  I may not want to stay in donor relations for the rest of my life, although after 19 years I'm not sure I'm going anywhere.  This is a real resume builder!  When I have looked at other positions, it's been difficult to quantify my gift work, even when I've partnered closely with gift officers.  Especially with local prospects and former faculty and staff, I already have relationships with many of them, so it makes sense for me to be the gift officer of record. This has given me a whole new appreciation for gift officers!  The grass is not always greener on the other side!  Getting appointments is hard work.  Rejection hurts.  Steering a prospect away from what they want to fund to an institutional priority is not easy.  Travel is not glamourous.  Schmoozing for hours on end is exhausting.  Honestly, I don't think I could do it full time.  It's also given me some street creed with our gift officers. 



Partnering with Gift Officers

Relationships with prospects
Creating a bridge
Be part of the ask 
Be part of the strategy
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Biggest prospects…our 3 top donors to our campaign know my email and cell numberLegal / my role…closing the gift (wyss)Seeking natural partners is the prime responsibility of the major gift officer.Power of partnerships



Out of the Back Office—On to the Frontline
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Let’s Talk…..
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